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…
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society was formed in
1987 in response to a growing interest in the Province‘s
heritage resources.
Membership is open to all persons endorsing the objectives of the Society. The Society‘s year runs from September to August. Membership entitles the individual to
attend Society functions, vote on Society matters and
hold office. The public is welcome at monthly meetings
and special events.
Monthly meetings are held at 7:30 PM on the fourth
Tuesday of most months, in room 165 of the Sobey
Building, located at Saint Mary‘s University, Halifax.
During each meeting, business is briefly discussed, and a
guest speaker gives a presentation on a provincial, national, or international archaeological topic. Afterwards
everyone is welcome to linger for conversation.
Throughout the year special events are held, including
field trips to archaeological sites, workshops, and special
guest lecturers. The Society produces a semi-annual
newsletter and maintains a website for its membership.
Special publications of the Society are available to members at reduced rates.
NSAS membership fees are as follows:
Individual $20, Family $25, Student $15, Senior Citizen
$15, Institution $45, and Class (Secondary School) $45.
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society is a registered
charitable organization. You can join the Society at any
regular meeting, or by mailing an application form
(available on the website), with a cheque for the appropriate amount, to:
Nova Scotia Archaeology Society
P.O. Box 36090
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 3S9
Website: novascotiaarchaeologysociety.com

Hello everyone and welcome to the 2011-2012
year for the NSAS. Since the last newsletter went
out, the NSAS has been quite busy!
The Canadian Archaeological Association held
its 44th Annual Meeting in Halifax in May 2011.
The NSAS played a very important role in the
organization of the conference, with board members
volunteering on the organizational committee and
also arranging a silent auction held at the conference. This auction raised money for the NSAS and
the Archaeological Land Trust of Nova Scotia and
was quite successful. Thank-you so much to everyone who donated items, volunteered their time, and
took the time to check out the table and bid!
The Annual General Meeting was also held in
May, and with it came the election of a new executive board! The new board members are: Robyn Crook (President), Sarah Marie McDonald (VP), Darryl
Kelman (Past-President), Matt Munro (Treasurer), Terry Deveau (Secretary) and Natalie Jess (student
representative). We also have Emily Pudden, Robert Shears, Shannon McDonnell, Alex Santos, and
Paddy Rogers as our members at large.
As usual, we have a very exciting lecture series for this year. We had a great opening lecture from
Dr. Adam Menzies in September on his work in Panama and Denise Hansen from Parks Canada gave a
talk called "A Fort Anne Cold Case Re-Visited" on November 22nd. In the New Year we have Fred
Hutchinson giving a talk on the importance of, and his work in cemetery mapping. While we have speakers lined up for our February through May talks, our schedule isn‘t finalized so please keep checking our
website for updates. Happy reading!
Robyn Crook
President, Nova Scotia Archaeology Society

Courtney Glenn, Saint Mary’s University
Winner of the 2011 John Harvey Award.
Historical Introduction
The Acadian Village Breau was located in the Minas
Basin area, along the Pisiquid River, according to old
maps. The first Breau listed in the Acadian census
records and in Stephen White‘s book, Dictionnaire
généalogique des familles acadiennes, was Vincent
Breau. He first appears in the 1671 census under the
name ―Vincent Brot‖ along with his wife and his four
eldest children. This census lists them as living in Port
Royal.1 The family appears in the 1678 census, where
his wife, Marie Bourg, is noted as the head of household and widow of Vincent Brot—Vincent died sometime between 1678 and the 1686 census.2 Marie
Bourg is listed in the 1693, 1698 and 1700 censuses
but absent from the 1701, 1703 and 1707 censuses,
only to reappear in the 1714 census.3

tled La généalogie des trente-sept familles hôtesses
des « Retrouvailles 94 ».
All names in blue ink are from the personal database
of Tim Hebert. His collection of information is extensive, however there are no sources listed so the validity is difficult to ascertain. In addition, the program for
displaying his information always lists people with no
known birth date first. This is confusing and misrepresenting of the actual lineage. For example, Jean Savoie, son of Germain Savoie and Marie Breau, had
two wives. There is no known birth date for the
daughter of his second wife, so therefore she is listed
before the children of his first wife.6 There may not be
a known birth date for her; however she was most
certainly not born before her parents were married.

Using the 1714 census (the most comprehensive cenVincent Breau and Marie Bourg had twelve children, sus with respect to geographical area), as well as the
nine of whom married and had families of their own.4 article Pigiguit: L’Impact du Grand Dérangement sur
Their family tree can be seen in Figure 1 (page 5). By une Communauté de L’Ancienne Acadie by RonnieGilles LeBlanc, and the book by Bona Arsenault,
examining their family tree and comparing it to the
entitled Histoire et Genealogie des Acadiens, the specensus and the article by Ronnie-Gilles LeBlanc,
cific families that lived in Village Breau were identimembers of the Breau village can be identified.
fied. This information is shown in Table 1, Families
According to the 1714 census, Antoine Breau is the
living in Village Breau (page 8).
only member of the family living on the Pisiguit RivThe information in the article by Ronnie-Gilles Leer.5 Therefore, a family tree for Antoine Breau, his
children and grandchildren has been constructed (see Blanc is from the ships that deported the Acadians and
Figure 3, located on page 6). Eight other family trees lists heads of household, spouses and village of origin,
as well as the ship that they were deported on and
were constructed for the other children of Vincent
where they eventually settled after being deported.
Breau (not shown here). White‘s dictionary was the
There was also some information of individuals who
main source used intially and is shown in pencil.
However, since his dictionaries only go to 1714, sev- left before being deported, and in this case, their place
eral other sources were consulted. Names added in red of refuge and exile is listed as is the place where they
ink are from an article written by Stephen White enti- settled and re-established themselves.7
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Figure 1: Family Tree of Vincent Breau and Marie Bourg

Figure 2: Family Tree of Antoine Breau and Marguerite Babin

This article does not include a family tree, however it
does demonstrate family connection by listing individuals and stating their father as well.8 This allows me to
group individuals together as siblings based on who
their fathers were and to compare this to the family
tree that I constructed to identify individual people in
the family who lived in Village Breau. The article
confirmed that Antoine Breau (son of Vincent Breau
and Marie Bourg) seems to have ―founded‖ the village
as the majority of individuals listed as belonging to
Breau Village are related to him as sons or grandsons
or are nephews. According to the 1714 census, Antoine is the only Breau living at the Pisiguit River.9

After a family tree was constructed, primary and secondary sources were consulted in an attempt to build
up a narrative of the area. While there was general
information available, there was no reference to any
Breau in the Pisiguit area in the online search for archive and library material at Nova Scotia Archives
and Resource Management website (NSARM). In
addition, they were not found in any of the NSARM
biographical card catalogues.

However, some references were found in the primary
sources. Mention is made of the French inhabitants in
Pisiguit in several sources, particularly in the Isaac
Deschamps fonds and the commission books and
There appear to be four main families living in VilCouncil minutes of Halifax, as well as in the Journal
lage Breau. They are Antoine Breau, three of his sons of John Salusbury.
and six of his grandsons; Jean Babin (whose sister is
married to Antoine Breau) and three of his sons; Jean The area‘s name Pisigiut or Pigiguit was so named by
the Mi'kmaq.11 In 1720 at Annapolis Royal, R. PhilBabin‘s daughter Marguerite (married to Benjamin
lips writes that there are several considerable settleLandry) and two of her sons; and Pierre Benoit
ments of French up the Bay about 30 leagues from
(whose brother is married to Antoine Breau‘s eldest
daughter) and four of his sons. There is also Jean Mar- Annapolis. Phillips complains that the inhabitants are
tin and his wife Madeleine Babin, who is the sister of trading secretively with Louisbourg, however he canMarguerite Babin, married to Antoine Breau.10 All of not prevent it because the garrison is too small and is
the families listed in the Ronnie-Gilles LeBlanc article outnumbered by French and Indians.12 In 1732, Lawrence Armstrong writes from Annapolis Royal that the
were connected in some way to Antoine Breau. Figure 3 shows the connection between the main families French Inhabitants of the province are monopolizing
of Village Breau and Antoine Breau. Figure 4 identi- trade with the Indians and therefore receiving huge
profit from the fur trade. Armstrong feels that the
fies the members of Antoine Breau‘s family that are
identified as household heads in 1749-1755 by Ronnie French should be cut off from trading with Indians so
that Britain can take their place and improve their fur
-Gilles LeBlanc.

Figure 3: Familial Connection between Antoine Breau and Four Other Head of Households in Village Breau
8
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Table 1: Families living in Village Breau from 1714 Census and LeBlanc Article

Figure 4: Family Tree of Antoine Breau and Marguerite Babin with Heads of Households in Village Breau
Indicated (red circle)

trade.13 There is a connection between the French
inhabitants of Village Breau and the Mi‘kimaq; Anne
Ouesttuorouest, who was the mother of Jean Martin
(a household head and son-in-law of Antoine Breau),
was Abenaquis.14

Secondary Literature Survey

On the 1756 map A Map of the Surveyed Parts of
Nova Scotia, Village Breau is depicted as being on
the east side of the Pisiguit River and south of Fort
Edward. A modern map of the area, Canadian TopoThe Pisiguit area is also described by John Salusbury graphic Map 21A/16 was then consulted to identify
in April 1750 in his journal. Salusbury describes trav- modern communities in that area. The only community labelled in that area was Martock. The online
elling from Halifax to Minas Basin. According to
him, the group travels up St. Croix River, and crosses Place-Names and Places of Nova Scotia on the Nova
Pisiguit River on their way to Grand Pre and Minas.15 Scotia Archives and Records Management was then
consulted.
He describes Pisiguit as having excellent land, although it looks like it contains minerals, and observes
The entry for Martock states that the settlement was
that every village is named after ―the name of the
built on the site of the Acadian Village Breau. The
Clan‖ and that there are many little villages. Salusname Martock originated from John Butler, whose
bury also notes that in the Pisiguit division (which
seems to indicate the east bank of the Pisiguit River, native home was Martock, England, and that Martock
House was built on top of Brow Hill. The book also
the houses are on ―a fine rising Ground Good Land
states that Brow Hill was named after Village
above the meadows‖ (Expeditions of Honour page
17
82, edited 1982). These houses may possibly be Vil- Breau.
lage Breau or perhaps Trahan Village, but it is inter- The notes of the author of Place-Names and Places of
esting to note that they are described as being on
Nova Scotia were examined and revealed that three
higher ground above the meadows.
main sources were used; the A.W.H. Eaton notes on
Hants County, an article from the Chronicle Herald,
April 13th, 1953, and an advertisement from the Royal
Gazette, February 27th, 1781. These sources were
further investigated. The Eaton notes had not been
put on microfilm and they were out of order and in
fairly bad condition. Many of the pieces of paper
were falling apart. There was also an incredibly high
volume of material to go through. The notes were
briefly scanned through, however the specific notes
that were referenced in Place-Names and Places of
Nova Scotia were not found. The newspaper articles
were also examined and will be described in more
There was not much information about Village Breau detail later.
in the biographical and primary sources. While there
Searching through the card catalogue yielded several
was more information about the Pisiguit area in gendifferent newspaper articles. The earliest was dated
eral, it is often not clear as to exactly which area of
1781, and is the advertisement in the Royal Gazette
Pisiguit they are talking about as there are many Acathat is referenced in Place-Names and Places of Nova
dian village spread along the three rivers there.
Scotia. The advertisement describes the Martock
estate, which is for sale. The property is described as
having a garden with an apple orchard, 800 acres of
In the Isaac Deschamps fonds, there are lists of the
French prisoners being housed at Fort Edward in the
1760s. Deschamps lists their names, which include a
Paul and an Athanaze Breau.16 However neither of
these men appear to members of Breau Village.
While there are several Paul Breaus, which makes
individualization difficult, there is only one Athanaze
Breau, grandson of Jean Breau and Anne Chaisson dit
Lavaliee. Jean Breau is the brother of Antoine; however this is not convincing enough evidence on its
own that Athanaze Breau lived in Village Breau.
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upland (half cleared and fenced in) and 300 acres of
marshland (half dyked) as well as 1000-1500 acres of
back woods. In addition, the property is stated to be
adjoining the Pisiguit River by the marshland to the
North and the property is also bounded by the LeBreau creek on the North end.18 The house is described as having the best views of the surrounding
land.19 Of note is the mention of an orchard, particularly since the ad states that it produces 80 barrels of
cider20 which indicates that the fruit trees are mature,
however the farm has only been owned by Butler
from 176021 to 1781. It is also noteworthy that the
property has approximately 150 acres of dyked
marshland and that the house is described as being on
the highest ground in the vicinity, as evident by the
spectacular views it commands.

(Moїse de les Derniers perhaps?) Lederny led the
British to the French encampment where the women
were making breakfast. The British forces attacked
and were victorious. The newspaper implies that the
expulsion of the Acadians was a series of battles between the French and English, and as the English
kept winning, the French just ―decided‖ to leave.25
The articles goes on to describe some artefacts like
pewter plates, plough irons and some that they ―can
not understand for what they were intended.‖ 26 The
article also mentions some properties that have
French remains on them, like a chapel and a gentlemen‘s park.27

This article is clearly a tad fictitious. The commission
book of Halifax and the Council minutes of the Halifax Town Council have been examined from 1749
The property is mentioned again in 1810, also in a
until 1756 and there was no reference in any of these
newspaper article, this one advertising that the farm is to a French fort at Pisiguit, let alone one named Fort
available to rent for seven years. The farm is again
LeBrew. I am also sceptical that the Acadians had a
briefly described, including two orchards, 90 acres of gentlemen‘s park, as it has been identified by Victoridyked marsh and 28 acres of upland islands in the
an Nova Scotians. This article is not particularly useMarsh.22 The mention of islands of upland in the
ful, except perhaps for the artefact descriptions, and
marsh is worth noting as these areas may be where
for the fact that a later document examined shortly
remnants of Acadian structures may be found.
also makes reference to a Fort LeBew.
An article in the Morning Herald in 1881 describes
what Windsor was like before the expulsion of the
Acadians. The newspaper states that the information
is from a reliable source, but does not elaborate on
what this source is. The newspaper mentions a Fort
called ―Fort Lebrew‖ situated on Brow Hill and state
that the fort is where the Hill gets its name from. The
newspaper states that Fort LeBrew had been overrun
and occupied by the British and that the French had
been evicted from their farms on the Avon River.23

There is a series of undated newspaper articles,
thought to date to 1885-1890. One of these articles
states that the Acadians along Avon River had dyked
large areas of marshland and that the remains of their
cellars and orchards can be found all over the area.28
In the archives there is an MSS vertical file named
Windsor:Houses:Martock. Within this folder are
several later newspaper articles, but there is no date
or newspaper name attached to them. One article
describes Martock House and notes that it was approached by an avenue of willows. The article also
The article continues to describe a battle between the states that when you were coming over Martock Hill,
English, who were aided by a pilot Lederny, a French the King‘s Meadow is in the foreground and it is
man that the English had induced to their side.24
dotted with old French willows.29
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Figure 5: Martock House with Façade and Wings Added by E.K.S. Butler (The Journal Royal Architectural
Institute of Canada, May 1933, p. 98)

Figure 6: Present Day Martock House (Google Maps, 2010, image recorded 2009)

Another article consists of a letter written to the paper
by a Mrs Murial S. Russell. In the letter, the writer
describes the history of Martock house, as she knows
it. The writer states that there was an avenue of German willow trees leading to the house and that Colonel Edward K.S. Butler, who made huge changes to
the estate, created a pond in the park.30 No description of the location of the park is given. The writer
also states that Butler had a picnic ground and an
observatory on a hill that was opposite the house,
known as Mount Mizpah. She also states that this
area was cleared and Colonel E.K.S. Butler called it
―the Scab.‖31
A second article in Martock House folder described
the location of the picnic ground and observatory.
The article states that ―Mount Pizah‖ was approximately a mile from the house, on a high hill.32 This
information can be used to try and identify where
Mount Pizah was, as this could a high potential area
for Village Breau as well.

fortification of Brow Hill originated.
I did find it interesting and noteworthy that the article
mentions the village as being nearby Martock hill, not
directly on it. This is something that will have to be
taken into consideration when the maps and air photos are examined.
The article goes on to describe how the property became the estate of John Butler and later passed to his
nephew, John Bulter Dight. His son, Edward Kent
Strathlorne Butler owned the house after his father
and made many changes to the estate, including
building a pond, and having a façade built on the
house.34 The article also included a picture which
clearly shows Martock house under Colonel E.K.S.
Butler (see Figure 5). By using Google Maps, the
modern location of Martock House can be pinpointed
(see Figure 6).

Historical Mapping

In 1933, an article featuring Martock House was writFourteen historical maps showing the location of
ten by Arthur W. Wallace for The Journal of the
Village Breau or Martock were located. These maps
Royal Architecture Institute of Canada. The articles
range from 1754 to 1893. An additional modern
describes the history of the property and states
topographic map has been included.
―… the village of Le Beau, nestled in the dyke
There are several features that are apparent on the
lands close to Pisiguid (Avon) River. Nearby, and
historical maps which could indicate the presence of
forming an excellent place of defence was a rise
Breau Village. The first three historical maps
of ground, at one time called ―Brow Hill,‖ and
(Figures 7 to 9) depict Pisiguit before the Deportanow the site of the house … the only communication. On two of the three maps, Village Breau is
tion by land with the settlements on the opposite
clearly labelled. The first map, and oldest (1754) does
shore of the river, was directly through Le Breau. not have Breau labelled, however there is a cluster of
Brow Hill was therefore a very strategic position.
unlabelled dots on the west side of the Pisiguit River
Although there are no records of a skirmish havwhich are potentially representative of Village Breau.
ing taken place, an entrenched camp and fort is
Village Breau is labelled with a red arrow throughout
said to have existed on Brow Hill …‖ 33
the maps.
Again, the story of some kind of fortification at Brow
The next set of maps comes from the Hants County
Hill is told. I am again sceptical of this as I could see Portfolio in the Crown Lands Office. Figures 10 to 13
no evidence of it in the primary sources of the time.
represent maps of John Butler‘s land granted to him
In addition, the first mention of Fort LeBrew is in an
in the Windsor Township. These maps date from
1881 newspaper article. I would wonder if that news1763 to 1766. On these maps, Martock House is indipaper article is a source that Wallace used when writcated once, on Figure 11, and is highlighted with a
ing his article and if that is where the idea of French
purple arrow. There are two other features of note
30
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Figure 7: 1754 Map of Minas Basin, Drawn by an Acadian (St Mary‟s Archaeology Laboratory)

Figure 8: Map of Pisiguit Area, 1756 (Vertical Map Case, Nova Scotia, General)

Figure 9: A Map of that Part of Nova Scotia Between Lunenburgh and the Bay Vert by Halifax and
Pisiguit Including Cobiguit and Tatamagouch, 1756. Focused on Pisiquit Area.

Figure 10: Old Plan of lots on Piziguid River, May 21, 1963, #16 Hants County Portfolio, Crown Lands Office.

Figure 11: Plan of division of the Councillors land in the Township of Windsor, July 9, 1766, E-16-7,
#9 Hants County Portfolio, Crown Lands Office.

Figure 12: Plan of Councillors land in the Township 1766, E-18-35, #11 Hants County Portfolio,
Crown Lands Office. North at left.

Figure 13: Plan of Councillors land in the Township of Windsor, July 19, 1766, #21 Hants County
Portfolio, Crown Lands Office. North at left.

Figure 14: Old Plan of part of the lands on Piziquid River belonging to Hon Bukley, no date, E-18-38,
#14 Hants County Portfolio, Crown Lands Office. North at bottom.

Figure 15: Magnification of section of Figure 14, North at bottom

Figure 16: Windsor – Councillors Lands 1800, NASARM, RG 20, Series C, Vol. 34, North at bottom.

Figure 17: Magnification of section of Figure 16, North at right

Figure 18: Topographical Township Map of Hants County by A.F. Church, 1871

Figure 19: Plan of Survey by Titus Smith September and October 1838, Butler Estate on Avon River,
E-18-36 #12 Hants County Portfolio, Crown Lands Office.

Figure 20: Plan of the Township of Windsor from an actual survey by William Anson, Deputy
Surveyor, copy, 1893

Figure 21: Canadian Topographical Map, Windsor, 21 A/16 (1:500000)
with these maps; islands or upland in the salt marsh
and dykes. Islands or upland in the marsh is important because they could be high potential areas for
actual structures relating to the village (no one builds
a house on a salt marsh). The dykes are interesting
because they could potentially be remains of French
dykes associated with Village Breau. On all four of
the maps, dykes can be seen running along the edge
of the land next to the Pisiguit River. While the dyke
walls could indicate dykes that were present in the
1760s, it is also possible that they represent a plan to
build dykes there by the Planters. This is something
that should be kept in mind.
In addition, on all four maps, a distinct island in the
marsh is visible. It is present on each map at roughly
the middle of the land between LeBreau Creek and
Gudgeon Creek. This island can be used to create a
point of commonality between different maps and
even air photos.

On these maps there is something else interesting
going on and it has been marked with a blue arrow.
The land boundary of John Butler‘s property does not
follow a straight line, and instead dips towards the
River. I believe this is to accommodate a large hill
that is there, the hill known as Brow Hill that Butler
eventually builds his house on.
Figure 14 and Figure 15 (a magnification of Figure
14) will be treated as its own map set. This map is
undated and is from the Crown Lands Office Hants
County Portfolio. The map is clearly older – there is
no much development depicted on it so I don‘t feel it
belongs with the maps from the 1800s, however with
no clear date, I don‘t feel comfortable lumping it in
with the maps from the 1760s.
This map also has a very remarkable feature portrayed on it. The map is difficult to read, particularly
in the area around Martock House, however three

words can clearly be read. A dyke is labelled as
―French dyke‖ in and it appears to be connected to
Brow Hill and another area of high ground. I theorize
that this dyke is enclosing a portion of the salt marsh.
If the dykes represented on the older maps (Figures
10-13) are accurate, this could indicate that they were
newer than the dyke wall in the middle of the property (Figure 14). These dyke walls could be evidence of
gradual enclosure of the salt marsh.

map that might represent dykes or possibly roads.
However, one of these possible dykes is in the same
location as a dyke was shown on the two other maps
(Figures 16 and 14).

Figure 20 is the last historical map and it dates to
1893. This map has Brow Hill labelled on it and
shows the extent of the Butler estate. It does not,
however, have any dyke walls represented on it.
Figure 21 is a modern topographical map of the area
Within Figure 14, there is a possible dyke wall being which shows the river courses, some of which can be
represented on the northern side of LeBreau Creek,
seen in the air photos (see Air Photo Interpretation
perhaps left over from the dyke wall that spanned the below). The modern map also shows the roads, which
edge of the Pisiguit River bank, as seen in the earlier appear to be identical to the main roads shown in the
maps (Figures 10-13). There is also an orchard indi- 1871 A.F. Church map (Figure 18). It also indicates
that there is a reservoir on the area where the village
cated.
may be located. This could impact the archaeological
Figure 15 (a magnification of the area of Figure 14), potential of the site.
which contains the orchard and dyke, also appears to
have words written on the area indicated by the red
box. These words could not be deciphered, possibly Aerial Photo Interpretation
due to the quality of the photocopy or picture.
Air photos for the area were found for multiple years,
The last four historical maps (Figures 16-20) all date including 1945, 1955, 1964, 1973, 1981, 1991, 1992
from the 1800s. Figure 16 dates from 1800 and shows and 2003. In this report, the 1955 air photo Natural
Resources Canada, [A92389], [#63], [1995] will be
Martock House, as well as some of the divisions of
ownership on the marshlands. The map also indicates examined for evidence of dykes, aboiteaus, and areas
of archaeological interest.
that there is a dyke in roughly the same spot as the
undated map (Figure 14). Again, the dyke wall appears to be connecting Brow Hill and an island in the Figure 22 shows the air photo with no notation. Figmarsh (labelled as such on Figure 16). Figure 16 was ure 23 shows the same air photo with notation. River
located in the archives, in the Windsor – Town Coun- courses are shown in blue, and possible river courses
are shown in dotted blue. Dyke walls are represented
cillor folder.
by green lines, with possible dykes being shown in
dotted green lines. The fields have been tentatively
The A.F. Church map of 1871 can be seen under
Figure 18. This map does not indicate many features labelled from 1 to 7 indicating the order in which the
of the landscape; however it does a fairly good job of marsh was dyked. In addition, based on Figures 14
and 16, the dyke indicated on them has been added to
representing the roads, which appear to be same today as they were in 1871. In addition, the map shows the air photo as a yellow dotted line. The two aboiteaus that I thought I could identify had been labelled
where Colonel E.K.S. Butler owned land and this
means that the map can be used to identify where that as such. The island that is seen in many of the historical maps on the bank of the Pisiguit River has also
land is today.
been labelled.
Figure 19 is an 1838 map drawn by Titus Smith and
found in the Crown Lands Office Hants County Port- Finally, areas of potential archaeological interest are
outlined in a solid yellow line. These areas include
folio. This map shows the island on the bank of the
Pisiguit River that was noted in the 1760s maps. The high ground within the salt marsh and areas of Brow
Titus Smith map also shows Martock House and has Hill. In particular, there are several fields that do not
an area labelled ―orchard‖ however it does not appear have any drainage lines and some of them appear to
have positive crop marks which could indicate the
to be the same area in the undated map (Figure 14).
In addition, there are several lines on the Titus Smith cellar of a house. Based on the history of the proper-

Figure 22: Natural Resources Canada , [A92389], [#63], [1995]

Figure 23: Natural Resources Canada , [A92389], [#63], [1995] with Notation

Figure 24: Satellite Map of Modern Martock House and Parts of Estate (Google Maps 2010)

Figure 25: Satellite Map of Modern Martock House and Parts of Estate (Google Maps 2010)

ty, however, it is also possible that one of these areas Archaeological Assessment and
is the pond built by Colonel E.K.S. Butler that has
Survey Recommendations
possibly been filled in.
I think that there is a fairly good likelihood of archaeGoogle Maps was also used to access satellite data
ological remains at this site. There are definitely
for this area of Hants County; happily, this area has
dykes and I also think that there are some negative
very good resolution (see Figures 24 and 25). In this crop marks that have the potential to be structures,
satellite picture, areas of archaeological potential
like cellars. These are especially visible on the satelhave been circled in yellow and include some possi- lite pictures from Google Maps, Figures 24 and 25.
ble positive crop marks that could indicate remnants The possible cellars are labelled as C1, C2 and C3.
of structures.
While these crop marks may be cellars, they might
also be old outbuildings associated with the Martock
In addition, the hill where Butler had a picnic ground estate.
and observatory can be located by applying the descriptions found in the secondary sources, which
There are also a few crop marks that I cannot interindicate the hill was approximately one mile from the pret. They are labelled U1 and U2. U1 is very large
house. This hill is potentially of archaeological inter- and composed of several different marks. U2 is more
est, however I think that based on the historical maps, uniformly shaped, but too large to be a cellar, I think.
the village location is more likely on side of Brow
It could possibly be the Colonel‘s pond. There has
Hill closest to the Pisiguit River.
not been much development on the site, aside from a
few houses and one road, Redden Road, that is very
close to the potential site. The Martock estate under

Figure 26: Canadian Topographical Map 21 A/16 (1:50000)

Colonel Butler also had some alterations that could
impact the archaeological record.
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By Robert Shears
MA Candidate, Atlantic Canada Studies
Saint Mary’s University
Introduction

Brief Study Area History

In the summer and autumn of 2010, graduate student
Robert Shears conducted a geophysical survey and
subsurface testing on two privately owned properties
in the community of Lawrencetown, Halifax Co.
(Figures 1 and 2), as part of his research toward a
Master‘s thesis in Atlantic Canada Studies at Saint
Mary‘s University. The purpose of the survey was to
locate and record any archaeological features existing
in an area of the eastern shore of Nova Scotia indicated by historical research related to a pre-deportation
French community and subsequent British occupation. Based on this research, it was speculated that the
survey might confirm the location of cultural resources representing an Acadian community within
the former French Seigneury
of Mouscoudobuet [various
spellings] located in the
modern community of Lawrencetown (Halifax Co.).
Limited subsurface testing
identified 18th century material that may relate to a short
-lived British fortification
(1754-57) and late 18th to
19th century occupation on
the former property of the
widow of Benjamin Green
Jr., a member of the Halifax
Board of Trade, identified in
deed records as the ‗Dower
Farm‘.

Longstanding Aboriginal land use in the Study Area
was joined by French occupation by at least the year
1668, when French fur traders are first identified as
conducting business in the area. Seigneurial title to
the region was awarded in 1691, whose communities
are described as fishing stations or trading posts with
relatively little agriculture, compared to the Fundy
shore, and dependent on trade, fishing, or hunting for
sustenance. 18th century French correspondences describe the communities and those living there as vibrant and loyal to France.
Shortly after the founding of Halifax in 1749, however, these communities are abandoned with residents

Figure 1: 1:50,000 NTS map 11D/11 showing Cole Harbour and Lawrencetown and indicating 2010 Study Area.

relocated near Louisbourg. In a survey of the
eastern shore in 1752, Chief Surveyor
Charles Morris identified and described the
remains of these abandoned French settlements at what are now Lawrencetown and
Chezzetcook.
In 1754, a 20,000 acre land grant, to be
known as ‗Lawrence Town‘ was made to 20
prominent Halifax gentlemen and esquires
and a short-lived settlement was made on the
site of the former French settlement there.
Fear of attack by the Mi‘kmaq caused the
community to be abandoned after only three
years, and the land lay unused until the land
grant was reissued in 1762. Susanna Green,
the widow Benjamin Green Jr. an early
member of the Board of Trade, inherited the
property on which the early town site was
built after her husband‘s death, as part of her
dower. Deed records up to at least 1941 still
refer to the 311 acre property as ‗The Dower
Figure 2: Crop of 1:10,000 aerial photograph indicating 2010
Farm‘.
Lawrencetown Study Area
Results
Property One – Operation A
A 50m2 area of the backyard of the
house at property one was surveyed
revealing an anomaly approximately 7m
x 7m which warranted investigation
(Figure 3). It corresponded to a pile of
stones visible in aerial photography and
confirmed by the landowner as having
been removed by excavator in 1979. A
1m2 test pit (Figure 4) was introduced
that revealed late 19th to early 20th century wine bottle glass, colourless container
glass, a small amount of window pane
glass, refined earthenware (possibly
Creamware), blue underglaze porcelain
and other modern artefacts.
Figure 3: Conductivity reading for Property One survey area showing
geophysical anomaly (circled).

Figure 4: Property One – Operation A

Figure 5: Photo of 1979 house construction
(Property One) showing buried brick pad

Property One – Operation B
Photographs taken by the property owners during the
construction of their house in 1979 show a buried
block of bricks set in mortar which may have been
the base of a chimney or part of a building foundation
(Figure 5). A brick that was saved from the work was
of the style of the 18-19th Century. It was also learned
that many pieces of ceramics were noticed during the
house construction. Based on map evidence, it was
felt that this material may relate to the homestead of
the ‗Dower Farm‘. Figure 6 is a 19th Century map
showing the study area and the property of a Mrs
Green.
Permission was obtained to introduce a 1m2 test pit
3m south of the house which was suggested by the
landowner to be outside of the construction footprint
of the modern structure (Figure 7). The unit contained
a combination 18-20th century material, including 20th
Century glass, plastic, refined white earthenware, but
also 18th and 19th century artefacts such as clay tobacco pipe fragments, Creamware, Pearlware, Stafford- Figure 6: Old Plan of Lots in Preston Township,
North of Lake Loon, showing Lawshire Slipware, and a British gunflint. There were
rencetown Road and the property (with
also significant quantities of architectural material.
house) of „Mrs Green‟.

Figure 9: Intact pipe bowl with “WM” maker‟s
mark: possibly William Manby (1719-63).

Figure 7: Property One – Operation B

The soil matrix was continuous and disturbed, presumably from the construction of the existing building. At the extent of the excavation a modern vinyltrimmed rug was discovered and the unit was ended
at a depth of approximately 70 cm.
Property Two – Operation A
Two adjoining geophysical surveys were conducted

on property two, of 25m x 40m and 8m x 35m, respectively. While the second survey revealed negative results, the first contained a sizable anomaly
related to a visible soil depression (Figure 8).
A 2m x 1m test pit was introduced in response to this
anomaly. Immediately beneath the sod, the unit contained exclusively 18th century material. It also contained a mass of disarticulated stone and charcoal
staining which may be the remains of a structure,
possibly related to the short-lived fort at Lawrencetown (1754-57). Some of the artefacts recovered
from the unit included window
pane glass and wrought nails,
clay tobacco pipe fragments,
an intact tobacco pipe bowl
(Figure 9), Staffordshire slipware, tin-glazed earthenware,
white salt-glazed stoneware,
Imari porcelain, a musket ball,
a British style gunflint, and a
pewter spoon handle (ca.
1720).

Figure 8: Magnetic Susceptibility reading for Survey Area Two showing
geophysical anomaly in Northwest quadrant.

The test was not completed due
to inclement weather and a
water-logged unit. Completion
of the excavation with an extension of the unit will occur
during the summer of 2011.

Denise Hansen
Rob Ferguson joined Parks Canada as a full-time
archaeologist in 1976. In June of this year, he officially retired at a Halifax luncheon event which
reflected his sense of humour and humility, while
showcasing the respect and admiration of his
friends, family, co-workers and professional colleagues. Indiana Jones (thank-you Ian Loughead)
was on hand to bestow an honorary fedora hat on
our boy wonder and Becki Duggan‘s remote sensing cake was a thing of beauty.
Rob‘s long career was a diverse one and he turned
a trowel at L‘Anse aux Meadows, the Canso Islands, Signal Hill, Greenwich, Port-la-Joye, Kejimkujik, Louisbourg, Grand-Pre and other sites,
fuelled by coffee and enthusiasm. He was that rare
―triple threat‖ in professional archaeology – a
skilled researcher, field archaeologist and presenter. University students who experienced his field
schools were sometimes a little perplexed by the
blue-eyed dynamo that moved a lot of dirt, occasionally dispensing a few choice curse words and
some masterful sarcasm.
Rob has been a long-time active member of the
Nova Scotia Archaeology Society, presenting publicly for the group on several occasions and serving
for many years on the NSAS board. I was a fellow
board member, meeting with Rob and others at my
home several years ago. I fondly remember that
kind-hearted Mr. Ferguson gave up his a chance to
sit on the couch in favour of the floor – to accommodate our family dog!
A journalist I knew once remarked on the fact that
Rob ―showed the unmistakable enthusiasm of a

Rob‟s Parks Canada retirement party at the Waterfront
Warehouse. Pictured are [left to right] Janet Stoddard,
Ian Loughead (as Indiana Jones), Rob Ferguson, and
Denise Hansen.

man who loved his work.‖ Although Rob was often frustrated with the challenges of working in a
government bureaucracy, he never lost that passion
and commitment to his job. Despite the paperwork, we don‘t think he really retired as we may
have to excavate his office desk soon and he seems
to be keeping a lot of company with staff over at
the Parks Canada Woodside Archaeology Lab.
Break free Robbie – you deserve it!
Denise Hansen, Parks Canada, October 2011

The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society (NSAS) was formed in 1987. It is our mandate to bring together
individuals interested in the study and promotion of archaeology, particularly as it relates to all cultures
of Nova Scotia; to disseminate knowledge and encourage the exchange of information among professionals and amateurs alike; and to promote the preservation and protection of archaeological sites and resources throughout the Province. Each year, the NSAS recognizes an individual who has made a significant contribution to archaeology in Nova Scotia by naming a recipient of the Friend of Archaeology
Award. The Friend of Archaeology Award acknowledges individuals who encourage the preservation of
archaeological sites and the promotion of public awareness of archaeology in the province of Nova Scotia.
The award is to be presented at the NSAS Annual General Meeting held on the fourth Tuesday of May.
The award is open to any non-professional archaeologist - non-professional being defined as an individual who does not earn a living as an archaeologist.
The award shall consist of a plaque and be accompanied by a press release.
Nominations for the award are to be submitted in writing to the Board of Directors.
Nominations may be made by any NSAS member in good standing. This includes any member of the
NSAS Board of Directors. If a board member nominates an individual they must remove themselves from
the selection process.
Nominations must be signed and include the following information: why the person is deserving of this
award, what contribution they have made to archaeology in Nova Scotia, when this contribution was
made, and the names of contact people to verify this information.
The Board of Directors will appoint a sub-committee, consisting of one member of the Executive and two
Members at Large, to study the nominations and select two nominees.
The winner will be decided by a vote of the Board of Directors with the President only voting in the case
of a tie.

The Archaeological Land Trust of Nova Scotia (ALTNS) is pleased to announce that it is now a
Registered Charity. ALTNS is dedicated to protecting one of Nova Scotia‘s most precious nonrenewable resources - archaeological sites - for all Nova Scotians. To achieve this goal, ALTNS pursues land ownership, conservation agreements and cooperative agreements with landowners. ALTNS
works with landowners to protect significant archaeological sites throughout the province. ALTNS is
currently seeking volunteers and new members to help meet its mandate. Anyone interested is asked
to either look us up on the internet at www.altns.ca or contact President Craig Chandler at
craig@altns.ca
The 2012 John Harvey Award: The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society offers an annual undergraduate student award of recognition: The John Harvey Award. This award is named in memory of
friend and colleague, John Andrew Harvey, who passed away in February 2005. A candidate may be
an undergraduate student studying archaeology in Nova Scotia, or a Nova Scotian student studying
abroad. Nominees for the award will submit a paper based on their research that will appear in the
society newsletter. The deadline for submissions is March 31, 2012.
NSAS Board Elections: Elections for the NSAS Board will take place during the May lecture and
Annual General Meeting. If you have an interest in contributing to the future of the Society as a
member of the Board please contact the NSAS President via the contact coordinates below or by contacting any current Board member.

Check out the NSAS website at:

www.novascotiaarchaeologysociety.com

We are accepting submissions for our upcoming newsletter, and are interested in articles or briefs drafted
by professionals, amateurs, high school students, university students, or anyone else with an interest in
the field of archaeology.
If possible, please send your article in an electronic format with as minimal formatting (i.e., bold text,
headers, page numbers) as possible.
Remember to include your name and contact information, as well as the date. If there are graphics accompanying the article please include images as separate graphics files (BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, etc.). If the
graphics require a specific description, please provide that along with the image.
Depending on content, advertisements or ‗Classifieds‘ are welcome, however, will be subjected to the
editor‘s requirements for the current publication at that time.
Thank you!
Sarah-Marie McDonald
sarah_marie_mcdonald@hotmail.com

